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Participation conditions
Intergenerational initiatives Contest
2023 Quebec Intergenerational Week
Who can participate?
The contest is open to organizations, institutions or individuals that have implemented
an activity or project that promotes intergenerational connections.
Organizations that are for-profit, political or proselyte, or that discriminate on the basis of
age, origin, sex or religion are excluded.
What are the criteria?
To be eligible for the contest, an initiative must have taken place between April 2022 and
March 2023, on a one-time, occasional or regular basis, and:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Directly reach at least two generations not from the same family,
contribute to the improvement of the quality of life,
generate measurable social benefits,
be reproducible elsewhere and by others,
fight against isolation or encourage participation in civic life,
foster social connection, engagement, inclusion or learning.

Initiatives that involve the most vulnerable or marginalized people will be favored.

A project can not compete if it has been awarded in the two years preceding this edition of
the contest. Former winners may, however, submit a different project.
Intergénérations Québec reserves the right to not select a project if the submitted application
does not meet these criteria or lack of clarity.

You have not set up an initiative yet, but you're interested?
Why not take this opportunity to get started?

Need inspiration? Consult our directory of initiatives Résot’âges or contact us!

Why register?
-

to gain visibility by appearing in Résot'âges, our dynamic and interactive platform of
intergenerational projects, and thus inspire other organizations,

for a chance to win an award at a forum that brings together Quebec's
intergenerational solidarity actors and to win a 1,000 $ bursary.

How to register?
Fill out the online registration form directly on our website. Thank you for detailing your
activity and answering all questions.

Additional information may be required to confirm your registration. Only one attachment is
allowed (poster, complementary document, picture, etc.).
Once your form is sent, make sure you receive an acknowledgment from us.

To be declared finalists, participants will have to:
- respond to Intergénérations Québec's phone calls within 10 working days following
the selection,
- confirm that they meet the conditions of eligibility for the contest,
- provide, within the prescribed time, at least one printable resolution photo
illustrating their initiative.

The bursary must be accepted and forwarded within three months after the award
ceremony and may, in no case, be in whole or in part transferred or exchanged.

The decisions of the selection committee are final and without appeal.
When to register?
By Sunday, February 26, 2023 at the latest.

For more information:
Florence Notté, Project and Communication Manager
514 382-0310, ext. 203
1 866 772-7222, ext. 203
communication@intergenerationsquebec.org

